Polyurethane upholstery options from Geiger Textiles provide a robust offering of alternatives to leather for spaces that need to balance elevated aesthetics, cost-effectiveness, and hard-working durability. In addition to high-performance characteristics, each of these polyurethane options offers a distinct appearance—the distressed look of Antico, the natural grain of Granno, the metallic luster of Lucio, the subtle sheen of Novello, and the pebbled texture of Vaquero. Beyond the strength, durability, and stain resistance expected from polyurethanes, these leather alternatives upholster beautifully on seating, lending a soft hand and high level of comfort.
Polyurethane Upholstery

ANTICO
Named for the Italian word for “antique,” Antico has an antiqued, almost distressed appearance, creating a two-toned effect from depth of the grain. Additionally, an ink- and stain-resistant finish blocks dye transfer from indigo denim, putting these eight neutral colorways—ranging from cream to dark shale—into play for high-traffic applications.

APPLICATION Content Finish Backing Abrasion Flammability Environmental No. of Colorways Price Group Net Price
Seating 100% Polyurethane Ink and Stain Resistant Polyester/Cotton 100,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek CA TB 117-2013 SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold 8 4 $42 Per Yard

LUCIO
With a subtle luster that calls to mind polished metal and a soft buttery hand, Lucio’s unsurpassed durability seems almost secondary. Far from it, the polycarbonate construction—the strongest of polyurethane resins—gives Lucio durability to match its refined aesthetic. Not only does it achieve 500,000 double rubs and withstand 15-week hydrolysis testing, but it is also inherently ink resistant. Lucio comes in six colorways.

APPLICATION Content Finish Backing Abrasion Flammability Environmental No. of Colorways Price Group Net Price
Seating 100% Polycarbonate Polyurethane Ink and Stain Resistant Rayon/Polyester 500,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek CA TB 117-2013 SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold 6 5 $56 Per Yard

GRANNO
Combining high durability with the soft hand and natural look of leather, Granno provides a go-to leather alternative for practically any commercial application. A proprietary ink- and stain-resistant finish gives Granno an invisible barrier of protection against even the toughest stains. Not only will indigo-dyed denim not transfer to Granno’s 15 colorways, but their classic tones will also survive shifts in tastes and trends.

APPLICATION Content Finish Backing Abrasion Flammability Environmental No. of Colorways Price Group Net Price
Seating 100% Polyurethane Ink and Stain Resistant Polyester or Polyester/Cotton 100,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek CA TB 117-2013 SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold 15 4 $42 Per Yard

NOVELLO
The sleek aesthetic and exceptional wearability of Novello offers a unique leather alternative. Made from 100-percent polycarbonate—the most durable polyurethane—this high-performance upholstery is ink- and stain-resistant. With its intricate graining and subtle sheen, Novello gives surfaces a superior look that lasts. Available in six classic colors.

APPLICATION Content Finish Backing Abrasion Flammability Environmental No. of Colorways Price Group Net Price
Seating 100% Polycarbonate Polyurethane Ink and Stain Resistant Polyester 100,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek CA TB 117-2013 SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold 6 4 $42 Per Yard
Polyurethane Upholstery

VAQUERO
A pronounced pebble grain lends the look of hand-rubbed leather to the eight colorways of Vaquero. This dimensionality highlights the peaks and valleys of the surface, creating a two-toned effect. A 100-percent polyurethane, Vaquero is not only highly durable, but it also upholsters easily. The well balanced palette of sophisticated neutrals—from the creamy Leche to the dark navy of Sapphire—opens up endless specification possibilities.

APPLICATION
Seating

CONTENT
100% Polyurethane

BACKING
Rayon/Polyester

ABRASION
100,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek

FLAMMABILITY
CA TB 117-2013

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold

NO. OF COLORWAYS
8

PRICE GROUP
5

NET PRICE
$49 Per Yard